UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
QUEEN SILVIA NURSING AWARD

SCHOLAR AGREEMENT

The (student) nurse awarded the University of Washington Queen Silvia Nursing Award receives a scholarship of 6,000 Euro. The winner will have the following duties and responsibilities with the University of Washington School of Nursing (UW SON), Seattle Campus.

TERMS OF AGREEMENT

- Commitment of at least 5 hours per week towards working on your specified idea/project, QSNA-related activities, or UW SoN dementia training initiatives:
  - Serve as a spokesperson via social media and other settings for promoting roles of nurses in caring for people with dementia and their friend/family caregivers.
  - Contribute to developing UW SON dementia training for registered nurses.
  - Collaborate with partner organizations in marketing and media campaigns.
  - Participate in conferences, events, and meetings.
- If the awarded (student) nurse does not carry out the responsibilities and duties outlined in this agreement as planned after accepting the award, the Queen Silvia Nursing Award project has the right to delay payment of the monetary prize until the awarded (student) nurse performs the obligations as per this agreement.
- The monetary prize is being paid to the scholar before the Grand Ceremony in Stockholm currently planned for April 2022.
- The winner of the award is invited to travel in person to Stockholm to attend Grand Ceremony (date TBD); however, due to the current pandemic, this ceremony may be virtual. If travel is possible, the scholar can choose to use their UW Queen Silvia Nursing Award funds to cover directly related travel expenses (airfare, accommodations and meal per diems). The Queen Silvia Nursing Award project is not responsible for covering any other personal costs.
ADDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS OF THE WINNER

- The awarded student/working nurse winner should blog or use other social media to share about her/his/their experience at least 6 times a year, which will be published on various University of Washington and Queen Silvia Nursing Award channels.

- The awarded student/working nurse should start her/his/their own public UW-QSNA Instagram profile to share developments of her/his/their year as the scholar (exceptions could be done if a scholar already runs a suitable profile).

- She/He/They is encouraged to share real, authentic experiences of studying for a nursing degree/working as a nurse. Some of the social media communication will need to be reviewed and approved by UW SON.

- She/He/They must name and tag the Partner Organizations, as directed, when speaking and referring to new experiences and learning about healthcare innovation and improvements. This will be reshared on various UW and Queen Silvia Nursing Award social media accounts.

- The awarded (student) nurse will be awarded the scholarship by Her Majesty Queen Silvia at a ceremony in Stockholm. During the ceremony, the scholar will have the opportunity to hold a speech about their idea (due to pandemic, this could be a virtual ceremony).

- Special note about time commitment: it is very important to adequately plan for setting aside time to participate in duties and activities.
Agreement

I, ______________ the winning scholar of University of Washington Queen Silvia Nursing Award, have read and fully understood the information presented in this agreement.

When signing this agreement, I certify that I understand the information and my commitments as a scholar. This means that during my year as a scholar, I am required to complete my duties, responsibilities and other commitments described in this document.

________________________________________  __________________________________________
(Signature)                          (Signature)
University of Washington              Awarded Student / Working Nurse
School of Nursing

________________________________________  __________________________________________
Date                                      Date